Agenda

- Vote on proposed changes to the Terry staff years of service awards.  
  Postponed. Waiting for proposed changes.

- Discuss parking issue – slowdowns in license plate lots due to ticketing/backers-in. Has anyone else experienced this issue or heard staff in their unit complain about a similar issue?  
  Some Hull Street deck issues were discussed. SRG will reach out to Parking Services with suggested potential solutions.

- Discuss four proposed staff council resolutions:
  1. Mandate COVID-19 vaccinations for all faculty, staff, and students who are medically able to do so and who do not have a religious exemption.
  2. Mandate that everyone wear a mask when indoors per CDC guidelines (in an area with substantial or high transmission. Exceptions should be made for those with documented medical conditions preventing a mask/face covering.
  3. Mandate randomized large-scale testing of faculty, staff, and students to enable the identification and isolation of those with COVID-19.
  4. Mandate the adoption of workplace safety measure that align with federal guidelines that further promote a safe and healthy working environment during the pandemic.

  Most who replied thought this was too late.

Old Business

- Approval of October Minutes
  - Motion: Wade
  - Second: America